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Abstract A total of three binary tropical cyclone (TC) cases over the Western North Pacific are selected to
investigate the effects of satellite radiance data assimilation on analyses and forecasts of binary TCs. Two
parallel cycling experiments with a 6 h interval are performed for each binary TC case, and the difference
between the two experiments is whether satellite radiance observations are assimilated. Satellite radiance
observations are assimilated using the Weather Research and Forecasting Data Assimilation (WRFDA)’s
three-dimensional variational (3D-Var) system, which includes the observation operator, quality control
procedures, and bias correction algorithm for radiance observations. On average, radiance assimilation
results in slight improvements of environmental fields and track forecasts of binary TC cases, but the
detailed effects vary with the case. When there is no direct interaction between binary TCs, radiance assimi-
lation leads to better depictions of environmental fields, and finally it results in improved track forecasts.
However, positive effects of radiance assimilation on track forecasts can be reduced when there exists a
direct interaction between binary TCs and intensities/structures of binary TCs are not represented well. An
initialization method (e.g., dynamic initialization) combined with radiance assimilation and/or more
advanced DA techniques (e.g., hybrid method) can be considered to overcome these limitations.

1. Introduction

Tropical cyclone (TC) forecasts have improved in the past two decades. Errors in TC track forecasts are signif-
icantly reduced, and TC intensity forecasts also show notable improvements [Rappaport et al., 2009]. This
substantial progress can be attributed to advances in numerical weather prediction (NWP) models (e.g.,
numerical and physics schemes), data assimilation (DA) and initialization methods (e.g., hybrid DA and
dynamic initialization methods), and observing platforms (e.g., satellite and radar observations). However,
despite these advancements, numerical forecast of TCs is still a challenging issue due to complex nature of
TC development. Particularly, when two or more TCs exist simultaneously in the same region, predictability
of the track and intensity of an individual TC can be further limited because of the interaction between TCs
[Jarrell et al., 1978].

Since the pioneering work of Fujiwhara [1921, 1923], there have been a number of observational and
modeling studies on the interaction between binary TCs. Observational studies have investigated the char-
acteristics of binary TCs in the western North Pacific (WNP) using best track data [Brand, 1970; Dong and
Neumann, 1983; Lander and Holland, 1993; Carr et al., 1997; Wu et al., 2011; Jang and Chun, 2015a], satellite
imagery [Kuo et al., 2000], and reanalysis [Wu et al., 2003]. Among these studies, Lander and Holland [1993]
found that the classical Fujiwhara model was rarely observed, and instead, they suggested a modified mod-
el of binary interaction that included approach, capture, cyclonic orbit, and merger/escape. Carr et al. [1997]
proposed four conceptual models for binary interaction: direct, semidirect, indirect interactions, and
reverse-oriented monsoon trough formation (refer to Carr et al. [1997] for details).

Previous studies with nondivergent barotropic models primarily focused on the critical separation distance
for mutual interaction, attraction, or repulsion, and the factors that determined the degree of binary
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interaction [Chang, 1983; DeMaria and Chan, 1984; Ritchie and Holland, 1993; Prieto et al., 2003]. The interac-
tion between binary TCs is more complicated, and it is significantly affected by baroclinicity in a three-
dimensional framework [Wang and Holland, 1995; Khain et al., 2000; Wu et al., 2012; Jang and Chun, 2015b].
Wang and Holland [1995] utilized a three-dimensional primitive-equation model to investigate the binary
interaction of TCs, and they found two critical separation distances: mutual approach separation (MAS) and
mutual merger separation (MMS).

Along with improved numerical models, assimilation of satellite data has improved predictability of TCs by
reducing uncertainties in initial conditions. Conventional observations from radiosondes, aircrafts, profilers,
and land/oceanic surface stations can provide useful information on the atmosphere, but their spatial/tem-
poral coverage and resolution are limited. Satellite radiance data are particularly useful because they pro-
vide information over the ocean, where conventional observations are sparse, and TCs are mainly located.
Satellite radiance data are currently assimilated at most operational NWP centers, and they are one of the
most important observation types for global NWP, especially over the regions where the number of in situ
observations is small [Derber and Wu, 1998; McNally et al., 2000; Zapotocny et al., 2008; Zhu and Gelaro, 2008;
Cardinali, 2009; Joo et al., 2013]. DA methods for assimilation of radiance observations in the global NWP
have been changed from variational methods or ensemble-based methods to hybrid (hybrid of variational
and ensemble-based methods) methods [Bonavita et al., 2015; Lorenc et al., 2015]. Radiance observations
affected by cloud or precipitation have potentially more useful information than clear-sky radiance observa-
tions. Currently, at most NWP centers, various forms of all-sky radiance observations are assimilated [Bauer
et al., 2011; Kazumori et al., 2016; Zhu et al., 2016], but all-sky radiance assimilation has some limitations
because of its complexity.

There have been a number of studies on satellite data assimilation for regional TC forecasts using variational
[Chen et al., 2004; Singh et al., 2011, 2012; Xu et al., 2013; Zou et al., 2013a,b], ensemble-based [Liu et al.,
2012; Schwartz et al., 2012; Newman et al., 2015], and hybrid [Xu et al., 2015] DA methods. Schwartz et al.
[2012] conducted data assimilation experiments with a cyclic, limited-area ensemble adjustment Kalman fil-
ter (EAKF) for a 1 week period to evaluate the effects of assimilating microwave radiances on track, intensity,
and precipitation forecasts of Typhoon Morakot (2009). They suggested that assimilating microwave radian-
ces with a limited-area EAKF was beneficial for TC forecasts, but the degree of improvement differed among
track, intensity, and precipitation forecasts.

Following Schwartz et al. [2012], Liu et al. [2012] investigated the impact of assimilating Advanced Micro-
wave Sounding Unit-A (AMSU-A) radiances on the forecasts of several TCs over the Atlantic Ocean for a
monthlong period using a limited-area ensemble Kalman filter (EnKF). They found that assimilating AMSU-A
radiances produced better depiction of the environmental fields and resulted in substantial improvement
of TC track and intensity forecasts. The impact of assimilating Infrared Atmospheric Sounding Interferome-
ter (IASI) radiances on the analyses and forecasts of Hurricane Maria (2011) and Typhoon Megi (2010) was
examined using the three-dimensional variational (3D-Var) method in Xu et al. [2013]. They implemented
the cloud-detection scheme of McNally and Watts [2003] into the Weather Research and Forecasting Data
Assimilation (WRFDA) system to exclude cloud-contaminated IASI radiances when assimilating radiance
observations. Assimilation of IASI radiances had a consistent positive impact on the forecast skills for track,
minimum sea level pressure, and maximum wind speed of TCs.

Although satellite radiance data assimilation has shown its potential for improving TC forecasts both in
global and regional model applications, it is expected that more careful considerations should be given for
binary TC forecasts due to complexities in binary TCs’ interaction. Jang and Chun [2015a] indicated that the
poleward steering flow, weaker vertical wind shear, and warmer sea surface temperatures are favorable
conditions for occurring binary TCs because these factors result in a longer lifetime of TCs, which can
increase the probability that multiple TCs exist simultaneously. Recently, warmer sea surface temperatures
are frequently observed due to global warming [Saba et al., 2016; Wijffels et al., 2016], and this can provide
favorable conditions for binary TCs. For example, in 2015, binary TCs (Chan-hom/Nangka) were developed
over the WNP in July, and even three category-4 hurricanes (Kilo, Ignacio, and Jimena) were observed simul-
taneously over the Pacific Ocean in August. Operational forecasts of binary TCs (e.g., Bolaven/Tembin (2012)
and Chan-hom/Nangka (2015)) from different operational centers often diverge because of low predictabili-
ty of binary TCs and limited understanding about them. Therefore, research on predictability of binary TCs
is needed, but there are few previous studies on this.
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The objective of this study is to investigate the impacts and limits of satellite radiance data assimilation for
binary TC forecasts. This is very useful and practical information for operational forecasts of TCs, but it is
rarely documented in previous literature. In this study, cycling experiments are conducted for selected bina-
ry TC cases, and the effects of radiance assimilation on track and intensity forecasts of binary TCs are exam-
ined. To the best of authors’ knowledge, this study is the first attempt to examine the impact of satellite
radiance data assimilation on binary TC forecasts and the dynamical/physical implications underneath the
results. A brief description of each binary TC case is presented in section 2, followed by model configuration
and experimental design in section 3. Results and the corresponding discussions are given in section 4, and
finally, section 5 includes summary and conclusions.

2. Binary Tropical Cyclone Cases

In this study, we selected binary tropical cyclone cases that affected the Korean Peninsula directly or indi-
rectly for the period of 2010–2015. A total of three binary TC cases were selected: Bolaven/Tembin, Chan-
hom/Nangka, and Goni/Atsani.

Figure 1 shows the best track, minimum sea level pressure (SLP), and distance between two binary TCs for
each case. Best track data provided by the Regional Specialized Meteorological Center (RSMC) Tokyo
typhoon center are used. Before 24 August 2012, TC Tembin moved westward within the monsoon gyre cir-
culation. TC Bolaven moved northwestward due to the steering flow related to the western North Pacific
subtropical high (WNPSH). At 00 UTC 24 August 2012, the distance between Bolaven and Tembin was about
1400 km, and it continuously decreased until 12 UTC 27. During that period, direct interaction between
Bolaven and Tembin occurred. Tembin rotated cyclonically because it was relatively weak compared with
Bolaven. Although Bolaven did not show rotational motion, its track was slightly deflected westward
because of the direct interaction. The tracks of Bolaven and Tembin were similar to those of Nina and Ora,
one of the examples of direct-interaction binary TCs in Lander and Holland [1993]. After the direct interac-
tion, a reversed-oriented monsoon trough, one of the conceptual models suggested by Carr et al. [1997],
formed, and both Bolaven and Tembin moved northeastward under the influence of a northeastward steer-
ing flow.

In contrast to the Bolaven/Tembin case, the distance between Chan-hom and Nangka was approximately
1900 km between 00 UTC 8 and 12 UTC 9 July 2015, and it increased to more than 2400 km at 18 UTC 12
July 2015. Therefore, there was no direct interaction between TCs Chan-hom and Nangka. In this case, there
existed a third TC, Linfa, and it rotated cyclonically between 8 and 10 July 2015 because of the one-way
influence by TC Chan-hom. Because Chan-hom was relatively larger and more intense, Chan-hom’s track
was not altered by Linfa. Between 8 and 11 July 2015, Chan-hom moved northwestward under the influ-
ence of a steering flow related to the WNPSH. Nangka also moved northwestward from 8 to 10 July, and it
moved nearly westward after 10 July 2015. During this period, Nangka’s track was mainly determined by
the environmental flow. After 11 July 2015, Chan-hom turned northeastward, and its moving speed
increased as a result of its weakening. From 11 to 12 July, Nangka continued to move westward, and it
headed northward after 12 July 2015. The synoptic pattern composed of two TCs and WNPSH during this
period was similar to one of the conceptual models suggested by Carr et al. [1997], the indirect interaction
model.

The distance between TCs Goni and Atsani decreased from 2500 to 2100 km between 00 UTC 21 and 12
UTC 24 August 2015. However, even at 12 UTC 24 August 2015, Goni was too far away from Atsani, and
hence there was no direct interaction between Goni and Atsani. Tracks of both Goni and Atsani were mainly
affected by midlevel trough and ridge patterns related to the WNPSH. In detail, from 21 to 23 August 2015,
Goni moved nearly northward, and afterward it moved northeastward until 20 UTC 24 August 2015. Goni
headed northward again for about 6 h, and then it moved northeastward until it transitioned to an extra-
tropical cyclone. Atsani moved northwestward from 21 to 22 August 2015, and then it turned northeast-
ward. It continuously moved northeastward, and its moving speed increased as a result of its weakening
after 12 UTC 24 August 2015.

In summary, direct interaction between binary TCs was observed only in the Bolaven/Tembin case. Track
alteration in the Chan-hom/Nangka case was partly related to the indirect interaction conceptual model of
Carr et al. [1997], and tracks of both Goni and Atsani were mainly determined by the environmental flow.
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3. Experimental Design

In order to investigate the effects of satellite radiance data assimilation on analyses and forecasts of binary
TC cases, two data assimilation experiments are conducted for each case. In CONV experiment, convention-
al observations together with satellite-derived wind observations such as QuikSCAT and Atmospheric
Motion Vector (AMV) are assimilated. Global Positioning System (GPS) refractivity observations from the
Constellation Observing System for Meteorology Ionosphere and Climate (COSMIC) [Liu et al., 2007] are also
assimilated in the CONV experiment. In SAT_CONV experiment, clear-sky radiance observations as well as all

Figure 1. RSMC best tracks for TCs (a) Bolaven/Tembin, (c) Chan-hom/Nangka, and (e) Goni/Atsani. Temporal variations of minimum SLP
(bar, hPa) and distance between binary TCs (solid line, km) for (b) Bolaven (orange)/Tembin (green), (d) Chan-hom (orange)/Nangka
(green), and (f) Goni (orange)/Atsani (green) cases. All fields are plotted for the cycling/forecast period of each binary TC case.
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observations assimilated in the
CONV experiment are assimilated.
Radiance observations include
High-resolution Infrared Radiation
Sounder (HIRS) from NOAA-15/16/
17/18 satellites, AMSU-A from
NOAA-15/18/19, MetOp-A/B, and
EOS-Aqua satellites, AMSU-B from
NOAA-15/16/17 satellites, Micro-
wave Humidity Sounder (MHS)
from NOAA-18/19 and MetOp-A/B
satellites, Advanced Technology
Microwave Sounder (ATMS) from
Suomi NPP satellite, and Special
Sensor Microwave Imager/Sounder
(SSMIS) from DMSP-16 satellite.
Information on radiance observa-
tions, including a specification of
observation errors is summarized in
Table 1. Observation errors used in
this study are from the default val-
ues specified in the WRFDA system.
Radiance observation errors can be
tuned using various methods such
as Desroziers and Ivanov [2001], but
that is beyond the scope of this
study.

Cycled analysis-forecast experi-
ments with a 6 h cycling interval
are performed for each binary TC
case. The cycling period for each
case starts 5 days before one of
binary TCs passes the Korean Pen-
insula, and it ends after 13 cycles
(Table 2). The forecast length for
the first cycle is 120 h and it is
decreased by 6 h as the cycle
goes on (i.e., 48 h forecast for the
last cycle). The background for

the first cycle is from the National Centers for Environmental Prediction (NCEP) Global Forecast System
(GFS) analysis (0.58 resolution), afterward the background for the current cycle is the 6 h forecast starting
from the analysis of the previous cycle. The lateral boundary condition for each cycle’s forecast is from the
corresponding NCEP GFS forecasts.

All forecasts employ the Advanced Research Weather Research and Forecasting (ARW-WRF) [Skamarock
et al., 2008] model version 3.7.1. A single domain with a horizontal resolution of 12 km is used for each bina-
ry TC case, and the geographical area of the domain varies with the case (Figure 1). There are 45 vertical lev-

els up to the model top at 10 hPa. The following
physical parameterization schemes are used: the
Kain-Fritsch cumulus parameterization scheme
[Kain, 2004], the WRF Single Moment 6-class
(WSM6) microphysics scheme [Hong and Lim,
2006], the Yonsei University (YSU) planetary
boundary layer scheme [Hong et al., 2006], the

Table 1. Infrared and Microwave Instruments, Satellites on Which Instruments are
Loaded, and Channels Used for Data Assimilationa

Instruments Satellites Channels Observation Error

Infrared HIRS NOAA-15/16/17/18 2 0.70/0.60
3 0.57/0.53
4 0.42/0.40
5 0.36/0.36
6 0.46/0.46
7 0.53/0.57
8 1.00/1.00
9 1.10/1.10

10 0.55/0.60
11 1.10/1.20
12 1.70/1.60
13 0.45/0.36
14 0.25/0.26
15 0.30/0.26

Microwave AMSU-A NOAA-15/18/19, MetOp-A/B,
EOS-Aqua

5 0.30/0.30/0.34
6 0.23/0.25/0.40
7b 0.25/0.27/-
8 0.28/0.27/0.45
9 0.34/0.30/0.40

AMSU-Bc NOAA-15/16/17 3 3.50/3.50
4 3.20/3.00
5 2.50/2.80

MHS NOAA-18/19, MetOp-A/B 3 2.50
4 2.00
5 2.00

ATMS Suomi NPP 6 0.30
7 0.25
8 0.27
9 0.27

10 0.30
18 2.00
19 2.00
20 2.00
21 2.00
22 2.00

SSMIS DMSP-16 3 4.00
4 4.00
5 4.00
6 4.00
9 3.00

10 3.00
11 3.00

aObservation error standard deviations are also included. The same color (e.g.,
black, blue, and red) is used for the same observation error.

bChannel 7 of AMSU-A is excluded for MetOp-B and EOS-Aqua satellites.
cObservations from AMSU-B sensor are available only for Bolaven/Tembin case.

Table 2. Cycling Periods for the Bolaven/Tembin, Chan-hom/
Nangka, and Goni/Atsani Binary TC Cases

Binary TC Case Cycling Period

Bolaven/Tembin 00 UTC 24 to 00 UTC 27 August 2012
Chan-hom/Nangka 00 UTC 8 to 00 UTC 11 July 2015
Goni/Atsani 00 UTC 21 to 00 UTC 24 August 2015
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Rapid Radiative Transfer Model for GCMs (RRTMG) shortwave and longwave radiation schemes [Iacono
et al., 2008], and the Noah land surface model [Chen and Dudhia, 2001].

The WRFDA [Barker et al., 2012] system includes three/four-dimensional variational (3D-/4D-Var), ensemble
transform Kalman filter (ETKF), and hybrid data assimilation methods, and in this study, the 3D-Var method
within WRFDA version 3.7.1 is used. Background error covariance is calculated by using the National Meteo-
rological Center (NMC) method [Parrish and Derber, 1992], where background error statistics are computed
based on the differences between 24 and 12 h forecasts for a monthlong period. For each case and the cor-
responding computational domain, the background error covariance is computed using the forecast differ-
ences for a monthlong period, starting 1 month before the cycling period of each case. The WRFDA system
has several options for background error covariance modeling, and cv5 option is used in this study. The hor-
izontal covariance is represented by a recursive filter and the vertical covariance is modeled by an empirical
orthogonal function. Control variables are stream function, unbalanced velocity potential, unbalanced tem-
perature, unbalanced surface pressure, and pseudo relative humidity. When a temperature observation is
assimilated, the impact of the observation can be spread to other variables (e.g., wind variables). However,
the impact of a moisture observation is confined to a moisture variable because moisture variable is not
coupled with the other variables.

An observation operator, which relates model variables to observations, for radiance observations is a radia-
tive transfer model, and the Community Radiative Transfer Model (CRTM) [Han et al., 2006; Liu and Weng,
2006], which is one of the most commonly used radiative transfer models and developed by the Joint Cen-
ter for Satellite Data Assimilation (JCSDA), within the WRFDA system is used in this study. The raw radiance
data are thinned to a 60 km grid to avoid potential error correlations between adjacent observations [Liu
and Rabier, 2002]. In previous studies on radiance DA [Liu et al., 2012; Schwartz et al., 2012; Xu et al., 2013; Xu
et al., 2015], raw radiance observations are thinned to a grid with resolution of 2–6 times of a model resolu-
tion. Thinning meshes of 24, 36, 48, 60, and 72 km are tested, but no significant difference is found among
meshes. Approximately, 72% of the total radiance observations are rejected by the thinning and quality
control processes. Radiance observations within 63 h of the analysis time are assumed to be valid at the
analysis time. Generally, only a subset of available channels is assimilated, and channel selection is per-
formed based on weighting functions and known quality of a specific channel. For example, AMSU-A chan-
nels 1–4 and 15 are not assimilated because they have large sensitivities to uncertain surface parameters
(e.g., emissivity and skin temperature). Channels 10–14, which have peaks in weighting functions at high
altitudes, are not assimilated because of a relatively low model top (at 10 hPa). Therefore, only AMSU-A
channels 5–9 are assimilated in this study, which is a default setting of the WRFDA system.

Radiance observations are prone to have systematic errors (i.e., biases), and these biases should be removed
before assimilation to obtain an optimal analysis. In this study, Variational Bias Correction (VarBC) [Derber and
Wu, 1998; Dee, 2004; Aulign�e et al., 2007], which includes bias correction coefficients as a part of control varia-
bles, is used for bias correction of radiance observations. In the WRFDA system, VarBC uses seven predictors:
the scan position, the square and cube of scan position, 1000–300 and 200–50 hPa layer thicknesses, surface
skin temperature, and total column water vapor [Liu et al., 2012]. To obtain a set of spun-up bias correction
coefficients, offline-mode WRFDA VarBC is run over the computational domain of each case for a 1 month
period (1 month before the cycling period of each case). Finally, with the spun-up bias correction coefficients
as a starting point, the bias correction coefficients are updated at every cycle using all available observations.

Quality control of radiance observations should be performed before assimilation in order to assimilate only
good observations. In the WRFDA system, quality control procedures for radiance observations include the fol-
lowing checks: (a) surface type check, which rejects all channels over mixed surface types, (b) observation
geometry check, which removes pixels with large scan angles, (c) weather condition check, which removes all
cloud-/precipitation-affected pixels, and (d) innovation (observation minus background) check, where radi-
ance observation whose innovation exceeds 3ro (ro is an observation error standard deviation) is rejected.

4. Results and Discussions

4.1. Average Statistics Over All Cases
For each binary TC case, a total of 13 forecasts with varying forecast lengths (from 120 to 48 h) and initial
times are made. Figure 2 shows the mean absolute errors of track, minimum SLP, and maximum wind speed
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averaged over all cases as a function of forecast lead time. Sample sizes used to calculate the mean for each
forecast lead time are also shown. The 90% confidence interval for the difference in error between the
CONV and SAT_CONV experiments is computed using a bootstrap resampling technique [Hamill, 1999;
Hamill et al., 2011; Liu et al., 2012]. If the bounds of the confidence interval are completely below (above)
zero, the error of the SAT_CONV experiment is less (greater) than that of the CONV experiment and the dif-
ference is statistically significant.

A positive impact of assimilating satellite radiances is evident in track forecasts on lead times between 0
and 84 h. The reduction in track error is statistically significant on forecast lead times of 0–48 h. It is noted
that even at 0 h, track error of the SAT_CONV experiment is less than that of the CONV experiment because
positive effects of radiance assimilation are accumulated through continuous cycling. Minimum SLP errors
of the SAT_CONV experiment are larger than those of the CONV experiment for almost all forecast lead
times, and the error differences for forecast lead times of 54, 60, and 90 h are statistically significant. The
effect of assimilating satellite radiances on maximum wind speed forecasts varies with the forecast lead
time. For forecast lead times of 0–48 and 84–114 h (54–78 h), maximum wind speed errors of the SAT_-
CONV experiment are greater (less) than those of the CONV experiment. The error differences are statistical-
ly significant for forecast lead times of 0–18, 36, and 90 h. It should be noted that clear-sky radiances, which
contain information only on the environments (not the TC itself), are assimilated, and neither initialization
of vortex nor assimilation of TC position and intensity is applied in this study. Further, background error
covariance is static (not flow dependent) and multivariate correlations/balances between mass and wind
variables within the background error covariance used in this study are limited to those between tempera-
ture and wind variables. Because of these factors, the gain from assimilating satellite radiances is limited to
the track forecasts. As a final remark, more realistic intensity forecasts can be possible by increasing the hor-
izontal resolution of the forecast model [Davis et al., 2010; Cavallo et al., 2013].

Figure 3 shows the mean errors of steering winds, geopotential height, and virtual temperature averaged
over all cases as a function of forecast lead time. The error difference between the CONV and SAT_CONV
experiments together with its confidence interval at the 90% confidence level is also plotted. An error is
defined as the root-mean-square difference (RMSD) over the entire domain between the forecast of the
CONV or SAT_CONV experiment and the European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF)
ERA Interim reanalysis. The ECMWF ERA Interim reanalysis is assumed to be good enough to be used for
verification of the simulated large-scale flow because ECMWF is one of the best operational centers for TC

Figure 2. Mean absolute errors as a function of forecast lead time for (a) track (km), (b) minimum SLP (hPa), and (c) maximum wind speed (m s21). Blue solid lines denote results from
the CONV experiment and red solid lines denote results from the SAT_CONV experiment. Number of samples used in the mean calculation for each forecast lead time is indicated at the
upper portion of each figure. Differences in error between the CONV and SAT_CONV experiments for (Figure 2a) track (m), (Figure 2b) minimum SLP (hPa), and (Figure 2c) maximum
wind speed (m s21) are shown. Confidence intervals at 90% confidence level are also shown. Confidence interval is colored red (blue) when the error of the SAT_CONV experiment is
less (greater) than that of the CONV experiment and the difference is statistically significant.
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Figure 3. Mean errors as a function of forecast lead time for (a) zonal steering wind (m s21), (b) meridional steering wind (m s21), (c) geopotential height (m), and (d) virtual temperature
(K). Errors are defined as root-mean-square differences between ECMWF ERA Interim reanalysis and the forecast of the CONV (blue line) or SAT_CONV (red line) experiment. Differences
in error between the CONV and SAT_CONV experiments with the corresponding confidence intervals at 90% level for (Figure 3a) zonal steering wind (m s21), (Figure 3b) meridional
steering wind (m s21), (Figure 3c) geopotential height (m), and (Figure 3d) virtual temperature (K) are also shown. Confidence interval is colored red (blue) when the error of the SAT_-
CONV experiment is less (greater) than that of the CONV experiment and the difference is statistically significant.
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track forecasts [Fiorino, 2009]. Steering winds are defined as a deep-layer (925–200 hPa) mean of wind
fields. Zonal steering wind errors of the SAT_CONV experiment are smaller than those of the CONV experi-
ment for almost all forecast lead times although the error differences are not statistically significant at the
90% level. Meridional steering wind errors of the SAT_CONV experiment are reduced (increased) compared
with the CONV experiment for forecast lead times of 0–48 h (54–96 h). Geopotential height forecasts are
improved (degraded) in the SAT_CONV experiment compared with the CONV experiment for forecast lead
times of 0–42 h (48–96 h). Less geopotential height errors in the SAT_CONV experiment are statistically sig-
nificant for lead times of 0–18 h. Finally, virtual temperature errors of the SAT_CONV experiment are larger
than those of the CONV experiment after 48 h and the differences are statistically significant for forecast
lead times of 54–66 h. Steering winds and geopotential height errors are reduced for short forecast lead
times (0–48 h) through the assimilation of satellite radiances. The larger impact of assimilating temperature-
sensitive and/or moisture-sensitive radiances on wind forecasts rather than temperature and/or humidity
forecasts is consistent with the results of McNally [2007]. Although wind forecasts are improved through the

background error covariance in the 3D-Var
analysis and the use of the 6 h forecast from
the previous cycle as the background for the
current cycle, further improvements are
expected by using a more advanced DA
method and/or covariance model.

Results from the Chan-hom/Nangka and
Bolaven/Tembin cases will be presented in
sections 4.2 and 4.3, respectively. The effects
of assimilating radiances are positive in the
Goni/Atsani case but they are not as dramatic
as in the Chan-hom/Nangka case. Therefore,
we excluded results from the Goni/Atsani
case for brevity.

4.2. Indirect Interaction Case: Chan-hom/
Nangka
Figure 4 shows the root-mean-square (RMS)
values of observation minus background (O-
B) and observation minus analysis (O-A) for
brightness temperature and the number of
assimilated observations as a function of
analysis time. Figure 4 also includes histo-
gram of O-B values for brightness tempera-
ture with and without bias correction. For all
analysis times (i.e., cycles), the RMS values of
O-A are less than those of O-B. This implies
that 3D-Var analysis is done successfully at
each analysis time. The number of conven-
tional observations assimilated in the SAT_-
CONV experiment is similar to that in the
CONV experiment. The number of conven-
tional (radiance) observations at 00 UTC and
12 UTC is greater (less) than that at 06 UTC
and 18 UTC. Through the bias correction, a
negative bias in observed brightness temper-
ature is effectively removed.

Figure 5 shows the mean absolute track
errors of the CONV and SAT_CONV experi-
ments as a function of forecast lead time. For
TC Chan-hom, the track errors of the

Figure 4. (a) Root-mean-square values of O-B (blue, K) and O-A (red, K) of
brightness temperature for a channel 9 of SSMIS sensor on board DMSP-
16 satellite, (b) number of assimilated observations for the CONV (blue)
and SAT_CONV (orange and red) experiments, and (c) histogram of O-B
values of brightness temperature for a channel 6 of AMSU-A sensor on
board MetOp-B satellite at 00 UTC 8 July 2015 without (blue, K) and with
(red, K) bias correction.
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SAT_CONV experiment are smaller than those of the CONV experiment for almost all forecast lead times.
The reduction in track error is statistically significant for forecast lead times of 0–12 and 84 h. Overall, track
errors of TC Nangka are larger than those of TC Chan-hom. Track errors of the SAT_CONV experiment are
reduced considerably compared with the CONV experiment for nearly all forecast lead times. The track error
reduction in the SAT_CONV experiment is statistically significant for all forecast lead times. Assimilating sat-
ellite radiances clearly reduces track errors of both TCs and the improvement is more substantial in the TC
Nangka’s forecast, where track errors in the CONV experiment are larger.

In order to figure out the reason for the improvement in track forecasts of the SAT_CONV experiment, the
RMSDs of steering winds verified against ERA Interim reanalysis are computed. Figure 6 shows mean steer-
ing wind errors of the CONV and SAT_CONV experiments as a function of forecast lead time. For zonal steer-
ing wind, forecast errors of the SAT_CONV experiment are smaller than those of the CONV experiment for
forecast lead times of 12–120 h. The error reduction is statistically significant for forecast lead times of 18–
84 h. Although the amount of error reduction is relatively small, forecast errors of meridional steering wind
of the SAT_CONV experiment are reduced compared with the CONV experiment for nearly all forecast lead
times. Less meridional steering wind errors are statistically significant for forecast lead times of 54–78 h.
There is no direct interaction between simulated TCs Chan-hom and Nangka. Therefore, the environmental
flow plays an important role in determining tracks of both TCs. Through the assimilation of satellite radian-
ces, the WNPSH and corresponding steering flow are simulated well in the SAT_CONV experiment, and this
results in improvements in track forecasts. Note that the improvement in the initial positions in the SAT_-
CONV experiment through continuous cycling may contribute to track error reduction.

An error of the analysis at each cycle is defined as the difference between the analysis of the CONV or SAT_-
CONV experiment and ERA Interim reanalysis. The ERA Interim reanalysis is good enough to be used for verify-
ing forecasted large-scale fields as in section 4.1. To evaluate an overall quality of the analyses of the two
experiments, 850 hPa temperature and 500 hPa geopotential height errors for a total of 13 cycles are comput-
ed and they are averaged (Figure 7). Warm biases with the maximum value of about 3 K are dominant over

Figure 5. Mean absolute track errors (km) of the CONV (blue line) and SAT_CONV (red line) experiments as a function of forecast lead time for TC (a) Chan-hom and (b) Nangka. Differ-
ences in track error and the corresponding confidence intervals at 90% level for TC (Figure 5a) Chan-hom and (Figure 5b) Nangka are also shown. Confidence interval is colored red
(blue) when the error of the SAT_CONV experiment is less (greater) than that of the CONV experiment and the difference is statistically significant.
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the WNP in the CONV experiment. Those warm biases are reduced in the SAT_CONV experiment, especially
over the region north of 208N. Geopotential height errors over most of the domain are positive in the CONV
experiment (except along the center of each TC) and positive biases are over 40 m near the centers of two
TCs. Positive biases of 500 hPa geopotential height over the WNP are consistent with the warm biases at 850
hPa. Compared with the CONV experiment, positive biases in 500 hPa geopotential height are reduced in the
SAT_CONV experiment, especially near the WNPSH. Assimilating satellite radiances cools the lower atmo-
sphere and lowers midlevel heights over the WNP. This makes the analysis of the SAT_CONV experiment clos-
er to the ERA Interim reanalysis, and finally, contributes to the improvements in forecasts of the WNPSH,
steering flow, and tracks of TCs Chan-hom and Nangka.

Figure 8 shows simulated tracks of two TCs for the CONV and SAT_CONV experiments. A total of 13 fore-
casted tracks with different initial times are shown, and the observed positions from the RSMC best track
data are also plotted. Overall, the forecasted tracks of the SAT_CONV experiment agree more closely with
the best track than those of the CONV experiment for both TCs. In the observations, Chan-hom moved
northwestward until 06 UTC 11 July 2015, then it turned northeastward near 308N, and it headed toward
the Korean Peninsula. The observed northwestward movement is simulated in both experiments, but there
appears a westward bias in the averaged location of turning point, especially in the CONV experiment.
Although most of the simulated tracks in the SAT_CONV experiment are shifted westward compared with
the observation during the northeastward movement, the slope of movement is simulated to be close to
the best track. However, in the CONV experiment, the eastward component of Chan-hom’s movement in
most of the simulated tracks is overestimated, and this results in larger track errors than the SAT_CONV
experiment. TC Nangka’s best track indicates that it moved northwestward until 06 UTC 9, then it headed
westward, and it turned northwestward at 00 UTC 12 July 2015. In the CONV experiment, in most cases, TC
Nangka moves southwestward after the initial northwestward movement. Most of the simulated tracks in

Figure 6. Mean errors of the CONV (blue line) and SAT_CONV (red line) experiments as a function of forecast lead time for (a) zonal steering wind (m s21) and (b) meridional steering
wind (m s21). Differences in error between the CONV and SAT_CONV experiments with the corresponding confidence intervals at 90% level for (Figure 6a) zonal steering wind (m s21)
and (Figure 6b) meridional steering wind (m s21) are also shown. Confidence interval is colored red (blue) when the error of the SAT_CONV experiment is less (greater) than that of the
CONV experiment and the difference is statistically significant.
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the SAT_CONV experiment are similar to the best track although the simulated westward movement is too
slow after 00 UTC 11 July 2015. Seventy-two hours forecasted tracks initialized at 00 UTC 10 July 2015 are
selected as typical forecasts of the CONV and SAT_CONV experiments and simulated steering flows associ-
ated with these forecasts are analyzed.

Figure 9 shows the horizontal distributions of steering flow valid at 00 UTC 12 (48 h forecast) and 00 UTC 13
(72 h forecast) July 2015 for the CONV and SAT_CONV experiments. The corresponding steering-flow distri-
butions of the ERA Interim reanalysis are also shown as a reference. At 00 UTC 12 July 2015, the WNPSH,
which was located east of TC Chan-hom, caused northeastward steering flow in the ERA Interim reanalysis.
Steering flow related to the WNPSH in the SAT_CONV experiment is also toward the northeast like the ERA
Interim reanalysis. However, in the CONV experiment, the center of the simulated WNPSH is shifted south-
ward compared with the reanalysis, and hence the eastward component of steering flow is overestimated.
At 00 UTC 13 July 2015, the WNPSH was located north of TC Nangka, and it induced westward steering flow
in the ERA Interim reanalysis. In the SAT_CONV experiment, the WNPSH and the corresponding steering
flow are reasonably simulated. In contrast, the simulated WNPSH in the CONV experiment causes consistent
southwestward steering flow. The WNPSH and steering flow are forecasted well in the SAT_CONV experi-
ment, and consequently, forecasted tracks of both TCs are close to the best tracks.

In summary, tracks of TCs Chan-hom and Nangka are mainly determined by the environmental flow
because there is no direct interaction between two TCs. The WNPSH and the corresponding steering flow

Figure 7. Averaged analysis errors of 500 hPa geopotential height (shading, m) and wind (vector, m s21) for the (a) SAT_CONV and (b)
CONV experiments. Averaged analysis errors of 850 hPa temperature (shading, K) for the (c) SAT_CONV and (d) CONV experiments. An
analysis error is defined as the difference between the analysis of the CONV or SAT_CONV experiment and ERA Interim reanalysis, and
analysis errors over the cycling period are averaged.
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affect the tracks of two TCs. Assimilation of satellite radiances in the SAT_CONV experiment results in
improved forecasts of the WNPSH and steering flow, and finally, leads to better track forecasts. It should be
noted that initial positions of two TCs in the SAT_CONV experiment are closer to the best track locations
than the CONV experiment at every cycle because the 6 h forecast from the previous cycle is used as the
background for the current cycle.

4.3. Direct Interaction Case: Bolaven/Tembin
For the Bolaven/Tembin case, 3D-Var analysis and bias correction are done successfully at every cycle as in
the Chan-hom/Nangka case (not shown).

Figures 10a and 10b show the mean absolute track errors of the CONV and SAT_CONV experiments as a
function of forecast lead time. For TC Bolaven, track errors of the SAT_CONV experiment are larger than
those of the CONV experiment for almost all forecast lead times. The increased errors are statistically signifi-
cant for forecast lead times of 0–90 h. It should be noted that the error difference between the two experi-
ments is gradually increased with the forecast lead time. This implies that errors in the initial position and
intensity can affect the subsequent track forecasts. For TC Tembin, track errors of the SAT_CONV experiment

Figure 8. Forecasted tracks of TC Chan-hom for the (a) SAT_CONV (red) and (b) CONV (blue) experiments with 13 different forecast initial
times and forecast lengths. Forecasted tracks of TC Nangka for the (c) SAT_CONV (red) and (d) CONV (blue) experiments. The 72 h forecasts
initialized at 00 UTC 10 July 2015 are emphasized. Observed tracks (black) from the RSMC best track data are also shown.
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are less than those of the CONV experiment for forecast lead times of 0–60 h, and the error reduction is sta-
tistically significant for lead times of 0–42 h. However, for forecast lead times of 72–108 h, track errors of the
SAT_CONV experiment are increased compared with the CONV experiment, and the difference is statistical-
ly significant for lead times of 90–96 h. When the forecast initial time is near the end of the direct interac-
tion (i.e., for later cycles with shorter forecast lengths), track errors can be reduced through the assimilation
of satellite radiances. This explains less track errors of TC Tembin of the SAT_CONV experiment for shorter
forecast lead times.

Figure 10c shows the averaged total track errors and initial position errors of the CONV and SAT_CONV
experiments as a function of forecast initial time (i.e., for every cycle). For each cycle, track errors of TCs
Bolaven and Tembin are calculated every 6 h and they are averaged. From 06 UTC 24 to 06 UTC 25 August
2012, total track errors of the SAT_CONV experiment are larger than those of the CONV experiment. Dur-
ing the same period, initial position errors of the SAT_CONV experiment are greater than those of the
CONV experiment (except at 06 UTC 24 August 2012). After 12 UTC 25 August 2012, the reverse applies.
In other words, both total track errors and initial position errors of the SAT_CONV experiment are smaller
than those of the CONV experiment (except the initial position error at 18 UTC 25 August 2012). We
hypothesized that the main factors for determining tracks of two TCs are the direct interaction for the
period of 06 UTC 24 to 12 UTC 25 August 2012 and the environmental flow after 12 UTC 25 August 2012,
respectively. There still existed a direct interaction until 12 UTC 27, but the degree of interaction was the
strongest at 12 UTC 25 August 2012 when the difference of minimum SLP between the two TCs was the
largest.

We divided the whole cycling period into two subperiods according to the main factor for determining
tracks of two TCs: P1 is from 06 UTC 24 to 12 UTC 25 August 2012 and P2 is from 18 UTC 25 to 00 UTC 27
August 2012. Figures 11a–11d show forecasted tracks of the CONV and SAT_CONV experiments together
with the best track for the two subperiods. The 120 h forecasted tracks of the CONV and SAT_CONV experi-
ments, initialized at 00 UTC 24 August 2012, with the corresponding best track are also shown (Figures 11e

Figure 9. Horizontal distributions of steering winds at 00 UTC 12 (48 h forecast, first row) and 00 UTC 13 (72 h forecast, second row) July 2015 for the (left column) ECMWF ERA Interim
reanalysis, (middle column) SAT_CONV experiment, and (right column) CONV experiment. Both the CONV and SAT_CONV experiments are initialized at 00 UTC 10 July 2015. Forecasted
tracks of TCs (first row) Chan-hom and (second row) Nangka for the SAT_CONV (red) and CONV (blue) experiments together with the best tracks (black) are also shown.
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and 11f). During the P1 period, most of forecasted tracks in both experiments have westward biases com-
pared with the observations (Figures 11a and 11b). Among the forecasts within the P1 period, 114 h fore-
cast initialized at 06 UTC 24 (emphasized with bold lines) will be analyzed in detail because forecasts of the

Figure 10. (a, b) Same as Figure 5 except for TC (a) Bolaven and (b) Tembin. (c) Averaged total track errors (bar, km) and initial position errors (solid line, km) of the CONV (blue) and
SAT_CONV (red) experiments as a function of forecast initial time. For each cycle, track errors of TCs Bolaven and Tembin are calculated every 6 h and they are averaged to derive the
averaged total track error.
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Figure 11. Forecasted tracks of the SAT_CONV (red) and CONV (blue) experiments during the P1 period for TC (a) Bolaven and (b) Tembin.
Forecasted tracks of the SAT_CONV (red) and CONV (blue) experiments during the P2 period for TC (c) Bolaven and (d) Tembin. The 114 h
forecast initialized at 06 UTC 24 August 2012 is emphasized. The 120 h forecasted tracks of the SAT_CONV (red) and CONV (blue) experi-
ments for TC (e) Bolaven and (f) Tembin. Observed tracks (black) from the RSMC best track data are also shown.
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CONV and SAT_CONV experiments initialized at/after 06 UTC 24 August 2012 are different from each other.
From 06 UTC 24 to 12 UTC 27 August 2012 (i.e., direct-interaction period), the simulated track for TC Bolaven
in the CONV experiment is slightly shifted eastward compared with the best track. In contrast, the simulated
track in the SAT_CONV experiment has the consistent westward bias. After 12 UTC 27, an observed reverse-
oriented monsoon trough formation is well simulated in both experiments (not shown), however, there still
exists the westward bias in the SAT_CONV experiment because of the errors during the direct-interaction
period (Figure 11a). Although the observed cyclonic rotation of TC Tembin during the direct-interaction
period is simulated in both experiments, the length of the semimajor axis of the simulated elliptic loop is
larger than the observation in the SAT_CONV experiment. After the direct-interaction period, track of TC
Tembin is determined by the reverse-oriented monsoon trough formation as in the case of TC Bolaven,
which is simulated in both experiments, but tracks of the SAT_CONV experiment still have westward biases
because of the errors during the interaction period (Figure 11b).

During the P2 period, forecasted tracks of TC Bolaven in both experiments still have left-of-track biases, but
the biases are reduced as the forecast initial time approaches the end of the direct-interaction period, espe-
cially in the SAT_CONV experiment (Figure 11c). Forecasted tracks of TC Tembin in the CONV experiment
have westward biases compared with the observations. In contrast, forecasted tracks in the SAT_CONV
experiment are close to the best track (Figure 11d). The 120 h forecasted tracks of TCs Bolaven and Tembin
are similar to the best tracks in both experiments (Figures 11e and 11f) and this forecast will be compared
with the 114 h forecast in the following analyses.

In order to find out the reason for the forecast degradation during the P1 period in the SAT_CONV experi-
ment, the analysis and subsequent 1 day forecast differences between the CONV and SAT_CONV experi-
ments (SAT_CONV minus CONV) are averaged over the P1 period. Midlevel (vertical average between 400
and 600 hPa) equivalent potential temperature differences between the two experiments are shown in Fig-
ure 12a. In the vicinity of the center of TC Tembin, the air at midlevels in the SAT_CONV experiment
becomes colder and drier than the CONV experiment as a result of continuous cycling. On the contrary,
near the center of TC Bolaven, the atmosphere between 400 and 600 hPa in the SAT_CONV experiment
becomes warmer and moister than the CONV experiment. Under these conditions, the deepening rate of
the simulated TC Tembin (Bolaven) can be reduced (enhanced) in the SAT_CONV experiment compared
with the CONV experiment. Only clear-sky radiances are assimilated, and static (not flow-dependent) back-
ground error covariance is used in the 3D-Var analysis. Radiance observations outside a TC can affect the TC
and its vicinity only through the static background error covariance, which cannot reflect the flow inside/
near the TC. Note that the change in minimum SLP of TC Bolaven (Tembin) during the P1 period was
decreasing (nearly constant) in the observations.

Figures 12b and 12c show the averaged errors in analysis of the CONV and SAT_CONV experiments verified
against the ERA Interim reanalysis. Geopotential height errors at 500 hPa over the whole cycling period are
averaged. Large geopotential height errors over the WNP and Shandong Peninsula in the CONV experiment
are reduced in the SAT_CONV experiment. Synoptic environments in the SAT_CONV experiment are
improved through assimilating satellite radiances as in the Chan-hom/Nangka case, and this improvement
contributes to the reduced track errors of both TCs during the P2 period, when the environmental flow
plays a dominant role in determining tracks of the two TCs.

In many previous studies, a centroid-relative motion approach has been used to analyze a binary interaction
between two TCs. Figure 13 shows centroid-relative tracks of TCs Bolaven and Tembin for the 114 and
120 h forecasts. Simulated tracks of the CONV and SAT_CONV experiments together with the best tracks
are shown. Observed centroid-relative motions of TCs Bolaven and Tembin (2012) are similar to those for
TCs Nina and Ora (1978), one of the binary TCs presented in Lander and Holland [1993]. Further, the
observed centroid-relative motions correspond well to the binary interaction model (i.e., approach, capture,
cyclonic orbit, and merger/escape) suggested by Lander and Holland [1993]. The centroid-relative tracks
computed from the 120 h forecasts are close to the best track. This implies that the direct interaction is rea-
sonably simulated in both experiments. This also applies to the centroid-relative track from the 114 h fore-
cast of the CONV experiment. In contrast, the centroid-relative track computed from the 114 h forecast of
the SAT_CONV experiment is different from the best track. The radius of the simulated cyclonic orbit in the
SAT_CONV experiment is greater than that in the observation.
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Figure 14 shows minimum SLP variations of TCs Bolaven and Tembin, and temporal variations of the mini-
mum SLP difference between the two TCs (Tembin minus Bolaven) for the 114 and 120 h forecasts. Fore-
casts of the CONV and SAT_CONV experiments together with the observed minimum SLP from the best
track data are shown. Concerning the 120 h forecast, there is little difference between the simulated mini-
mum SLP fields of the CONV and SAT_CONV experiments. Although the individual forecasts of minimum
SLP are different from the best tracks, the temporal variation of the minimum SLP difference is reasonably
simulated in both experiments. Concerning the 114 h forecast, although the observed TC Bolaven’s deepen-
ing between 06 UTC 24 and 12 UTC 25 and weakening between 12 UTC 25 and 00 UTC 27 are qualitatively
simulated in both experiments as for the 120 h forecast, the simulated deepening rate in the SAT_CONV
experiment is slightly greater than the CONV experiment. The simulated minimum SLP of TC Tembin is con-
tinuously decreasing in both experiments as for the 120 h forecast, but the simulated deepening rate of the
SAT_CONV experiment is much less than that of the CONV experiment. As a result, the simulated minimum
SLP difference in the SAT_CONV experiment is greater than the best track. In other words, the intensity dif-
ference between a weaker TC Tembin and a stronger TC Bolaven is overestimated in the SAT_CONV
experiment.

The degree of direct interaction between binary TCs depends on the distance between two TCs, sizes of
two TCs, and the intensity difference between two TCs. In both experiments, the distance between TCs

Figure 12. (a) Difference (SAT_CONV minus CONV) between the CONV and SAT_CONV experiments of the analysis and subsequent 1 day
forecast of midlevel (vertical average between 400 and 600 hPa) equivalent potential temperature (shading, K). The differences during the
P1 period are averaged. Positions of the simulated TCs Bolaven (red star) and Tembin (blue star) in the SAT_CONV experiment during the
P1 period are also shown. Averaged analysis errors of 500 hPa geopotential height (shading, m) for the (b) SAT_CONV and (c) CONV
experiments.
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Bolaven and Tembin and the sizes of the two
TCs are reasonably simulated (not shown). Dur-
ing the P1 period (e.g., 114 h forecast), the mini-
mum SLP difference in both experiments
(especially in the SAT_CONV experiment) is over-
estimated compared with the best track. The
greater minimum SLP difference results in a too
strong interaction between the two TCs. The
stronger interaction simulated in both experi-
ments leads to the westward bias of TC
Bolaven’s track forecast, the longer semimajor
axis of TC Tembin’s elliptic loop, and the greater
radius of the centroid-relative tracks of both TCs.
The relationship between the radius of centroid-
relative track and the intensity difference
between binary TCs observed in this study is
consistent with Wang and Holland [1995]. In
summary, assimilating satellite radiances can be
detrimental to the track forecasts of binary TCs
when the direct interaction is a main factor for
determining tracks of the binary TCs.

5. Summary and Conclusions

A total of three binary TC cases, which affected
the Korean Peninsula or the surrounding areas
during the period of 2010–2015, were selected in
this study. Two experiments are conducted for
each binary TC case to investigate the effects of
satellite radiance assimilation on the binary TCs’
track forecasts: the CONV and SAT_CONV experi-
ments. In the CONV experiment, all conventional
observations together with satellite-derived wind
and GPS refractivity observations are assimilated
using the 3D-Var method. All observations assimi-

lated in the CONV experiment plus radiance observations are assimilated in the SAT_CONV experiment. For
each case, cycled analysis-forecast experiments with a cycling interval of 6 h are performed, and a total of 13
forecasts with varying forecast lengths are made. In order to assimilate radiance observations, the CRTM is
used as an observation operator, various quality control procedures are performed to select good observa-
tions, and VarBC is applied to raw radiance observations to remove biases. Additionally, thinning of the origi-
nal radiance observations and channel selection are carried out.

In the Chan-hom/Nangka case, there was no direct interaction between two TCs, and the positions of two
TCs and the WNPSH were similar to the indirect interaction model of Carr et al. [1997]. Therefore, tracks of
two TCs were determined by the WNPSH and the corresponding environmental flow. Through the assimila-
tion of radiance observations in the SAT_CONV experiment, both the steering wind and track errors are
reduced compared with the CONV experiment. In the Goni/Atsani case, the distance between two TCs was
more than 2000 km, and hence tracks of two TCs were influenced by midlevel trough/ridge patterns and
the corresponding environmental flow. Although the positive effects of assimilating radiances are not dra-
matic as in the Chan-hom/Nangka case, the environmental flow and tracks of both TCs are better simulated
in the SAT_CONV experiment (not shown). In the Bolaven/Tembin case, there was a direct interaction
between two TCs, and after the direct interaction, a reverse-oriented monsoon trough formed. During the
P1 period, when the main factor determining tracks of two TCs is the direct interaction, the minimum SLP
difference between two TCs is overestimated in both experiments, especially in the SAT_CONV experiment,
because of the static (not flow-dependent) background error covariance used in the analysis. This leads to

Figure 13. Centroid-relative tracks of the observation (black), CONV
(blue), and SAT_CONV (red) experiments for TCs Bolaven and
Tembin: (a) 114 h forecast and (b) 120 h forecast.
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too strong interaction between the two TCs, and finally, track errors of both TCs are increased, especially in
the SAT_CONV experiment. However, during the P2 period, when tracks of two TCs are mainly determined
by the environmental flow, track errors are reduced in the SAT_CONV experiment compared with the CONV
experiment through the assimilation of radiance observations. In conclusion, assimilating radiance observa-
tions can improve track forecasts of binary TCs through better simulating the environmental flow when the
direct interaction is not the main factor for determining tracks of binary TCs.

In this study, only binary TC cases, which occur over the Pacific Ocean and affect the Korean Peninsula, are
considered. To generalize the conclusions of this study, more binary TC cases such as ones over the Atlantic
Ocean or ones not affecting the Korean Peninsula should be considered. Cloud-affected (infrared) or
precipitation-affected (microwave) radiances are not assimilated in this study. Assimilating all-sky radiances
can provide information not only on the environment of a TC but also on the TC itself, and hence it will sig-
nificantly improve the track and intensity forecasts of binary TCs. Alternatively, initialization of TC vortex or
assimilation of TC position/intensity can improve track and intensity forecasts of binary TCs even when a
direct interaction between binary TCs occurs.

In this study, the 3D-Var method and corresponding static (i.e., time-invariant) background error covariance
are used for assimilating satellite radiances. In the cv5 option (used in this study), there are multivariate cor-
relations/balances between temperature and wind (and surface pressure) variables, but humidity variable is
not coupled with the other variables. Satellite radiance observations contain information only on tempera-
ture and moisture of the atmosphere, and hence the use of more advanced DA methods will enable the
analysis to extract more information about the steering wind through the advanced background error
covariance, which has flow dependency and more appropriate multivariate correlations/balances. It should
be noted that there is room for improvements in settings of radiance assimilation within the 3D-Var. Optimi-
zation of observation errors, use of different thinning methods, and identifying/filtering of harmful observa-
tions can be considered and they will be tested in a follow-up study.

In some previous studies, additional assimilation of storm position and intensity [Liu et al., 2012], combined
use of vortex initialization and data assimilation [Zhang et al., 2012], and utilization of more advanced DA
methods [Liu et al., 2012; Schwartz et al., 2012; Xu et al., 2016] have shown potential for improving TC inten-
sity forecasts. In a future study, the dynamic initialization method proposed by Cha and Wang [2013] will be

Figure 14. Temporal variations of minimum SLP (hPa) for TCs Bolaven and Tembin, and minimum SLP difference (hPa) between TCs Bolaven and Tembin (Tembin minus Bolaven). Black
solid lines denote best track data, and blue (red) solid lines denote results from the CONV (SAT_CONV) experiment. Results for (a–c) 114 h forecasts and (d–f) 120 h forecasts are shown.
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applied to binary TC cases, together with satellite radiance assimilation. In addition, more binary TC cases
will be tested to obtain the robustness of conclusions of this study, and more advanced DA techniques
(e.g., EnKF, hybrid) will be tested for assimilating all-sky/clear-sky satellite radiances.
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